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Part-I (World Legal System) 
(60 Marks) 

 

Q.1 Explain the concept of a “legal system” discuss the building blocks of legal system.  

Q.2 “Globalization” is a tidal wave that cannot be stopped, discuss   Also explain the impact 

of Globalization on world legal systems.   

Q.3 (a)  Discuss the Historical development of a Roman legal system and its influence  

  on other legal systems.  
 

 (b) Highlight the basic features of the Law of Twelve tables in Roman Legal System. 

Q.4 Common law legal system is the product of customary practices of society which were 

recognized by the courts of law in their decisions; briefly discuss the sources of a 

common legal system. 

Q,5 Elucidate similarities and differences between Common law and Civil law legal system.  

Q.6 Write  short notes on any TWO of the following:  

 (a) Islamic legal system  

 (b) Hybrid legal system  

 (c) The Code of Hammurabi 

 (d) The Magna Carta (1215) 

Part-II (Legal System of Pakistan) 
(40 Marks) 

Q.7 Discuss the fundamental Features of legal system of Pakistan  

Q.8 Enumerate the development of Law and Constitution in subcontinent with special 

reference to Pakistan.  

Q.9     (a)  Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is an accepted mode to resolve the civil 

and commercial disputes. Describe the significance and reasons for the 

acceptability of this mode in a legal system. 

    (b) Briefly enumerate the role of courts in Pakistan in the promotion of ADR in legal 

system of Pakistan.  

Q. 10 Write  short note on any TWO of the following:  

 (a) Structure of Courts System in Pakistan. 

 (b) Law-Making Procedure in Pakistan.  

 (c) Principals of Natural Justice in Legal System.  

 (d) Judicial Review 
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Q.1 Write a detailed note on citizenship according to Malaysian Constitution. (20 marks) 

 

Q.2 What are the fundamental rights provided to citizens in constitution of Switzerland? 

           (20 marks) 

  

Q.3 Explain the powers and duties of the Grand National Assembly according to the Turkish 

Constitution.        (20 marks) 

 

Q.4 Discuss the salient features of the Chinese Constitution.   (20 marks) 

 

Q.5 Write short notes on the following:      (20 marks) 

  

1. Upper House in Malaysian Parliament 

2. Judicial Powers in Turkish Constitution 

 

Q.6 Discuss the system of elections as per the constitution of Switzerland. (20 marks) 

 

Q.7 Elaborate on the fundamental rights provided in Chinese Constitution. (20 marks) 

 

Q.8 Discuss Pakistan Turkey Relationship.     (20 marks) 

 

Q.9 Explain in detail the constitutional history of the Turkish Constitution. (20 marks) 

 

Q.10 What are the executive powers mentioned in the Constitution of China?  (20 marks) 

 


